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SUPPLEMENTARY EVIDENCE OF PAUL MICHAEL GLUCINA FOR
THE NEW ZEALAND TRANSPORT AGENCY
1

Qualifications and experience

1.1

My full name is Paul Michael Glucina. I am the Design Portfolio Manager
– Auckland at the New Zealand Transport Agency (‘Transport Agency’).
My qualifications and experience are set out in my Evidence in Chief
(‘EIC’) dated 20 April 2017. I repeat the confirmation that I provided in the
EIC that I have authority to give evidence on behalf of the Transport
Agency.

2

Scope of evidence

2.1

In this supplementary evidence, I address the questions raised by the
Board in relation to:
a

The alliance that will construct the Project;1 and

b

The option for Kiwi Self Storage (‘Kiwi’).2

3

Project Alliance

3.1

As previously outlined in my EIC, the NCI Project will be constructed by
an alliance.3 This model has been successfully used to procure the
construction of a large number of Transport Agency projects such as the
Northern Gateway Toll Road, Manukau Harbour Crossing, the Waterview
Connection, Mackays to Peka Peka, the Wellington Inner City
Improvements and Memorial Park, the Hamilton section of the Waikato
Expressway, the Victoria Park Tunnel, and the SH20A to Airport project.
Attached as Annexure A is a poster from the SH20A to Airport project
explaining how alliances work.

3.2

Put simply, an alliance involves the owner (i.e. the Transport Agency),
engineering consultant and contractor entering into a contract that
promotes collaborative working within an integrated project team where
the normally disparate commercial and organisational interests of the
alliance participants are aligned with the outcomes for the project.

Hearing Transcript Day 3, 20 July 2017, Page 257 at lines 8-16, and at page 262, lines 28-36.
Hearing Transcript Day 2, 19 July 2017, page 161, Paragraphs 15-19.
3 Evidence in Chief of Mr Glucina, paragraph 13.1.
1
2
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3.3

Alliance decisions are made on a ‘best for project’ basis. Alliance
participants take collective ownership and equitable sharing of all risks
associated with the delivery of the project, unlike the traditional forms of
contract where risk is allocated to different parties. Exceptional
performance will deliver excellent outcomes for all parties, and
conversely, poor performance will result in poor financial outcomes for all
parties.

3.4

Once established, the alliance will be a virtual corporate entity comprising
of the Transport Agency (the owner participant), a contractor and a
planning and engineering firm. The alliance will be governed by a Project
Alliance Board (‘PAB’), comprising representatives of the Transport
Agency and the non-owner participant organisations.

3.5

The Transport Agency will, through the Project Alliance Agreement, define
the parameters for the construction of the project including:

3.6

a

The roles and responsibilities of the alliance;

b

The behaviours it must conform to; and

c

The Minimum Requirements (‘MRs’) that the alliance must meet.

The MRs will be extremely comprehensive and cover minimum design
requirements as well as setting out the requirements relating to
environmental and consent compliance, stakeholder engagement and
safety audits. By way of example, a copy of the MRs that will apply to
stakeholder engagement is attached as Annexure B.

3.7

Through the course of the hearing, various questions have been asked by
the Board about the ongoing role of the Transport Agency in the alliance.
The Transport Agency has appointed Simon Paton as the Owner
Interface Manager (‘OIM’) for the NCI Project and he will be part of the
Alliance Management Team. Mr Paton is a Transport Agency employee
who will sit in the alliance office and as OIM he will be responsible for
overseeing the Transport Agency’s input into the alliance.

3.8

The following Transport Agency personnel will also be embedded within
the Alliance Management Team:
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a

Kenny See, Transport Agency, Senior Project Manager – Mr See will
manage the team dealing with quality assurance, the quality systems,
project control, document control, risk management, KRAs / KPIs,
GreenRoads and CSVue; and

b

Aimee Brock, Transport Agency, Communications and Stakeholder
Relationship Manager – Ms Brock will manage communications and
stakeholder engagement during the construction process.

3.9

By being part of the alliance, the Transport Agency has more visibility over
the day to day running of the construction process than it would normally
have under a design and construct contract. Under a design and construct
contract, the risk and responsibility for the project is handed over to the
principal contractor (although of course the Transport Agency retains
overall responsibility for compliance with the designation and resource
consent conditions). In contrast, under the alliance model, Transport
Agency staff are embedded within the alliance structure and draw on the
resources of other Transport Agency staff in performing their roles.

3.10

In managing the construction process, the alliance will be required to
comply with all the designation and resource consent requirements and
act in accordance with the Project Alliance Agreement with the Transport
Agency. In addition, the alliance will be under the oversight of the PAB
(including a Transport Agency member), the Transport Agency’s OIM and
the other Transport Agency staff seconded to the alliance.

3.11

The designations and resource consents will be in the Transport Agency’s
name, and it is therefore essential the Transport Agency retains sufficient
control over construction, to ensure the conditions are complied with. The
alliance will ensure this outcome is achieved.

4

Kiwi Self Storage option

4.1

During questions from the Board, Mr Moore was asked a question about
the implications of a finding from the Board that there were adverse visual
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effects on Kiwi. In particular, Mr Moore was asked about how significant
such a finding would be for the Transport Agency.4
4.2

As outlined by Mr Moore in his evidence, and in response to questions
from the Board, the design changes requested by Kiwi:
a

Would have significant implications for the functionality of the design
of both the shared use path and busway;5

b

would limit the ability of the Transport Agency to further reduce the
gradient of the shared use path in line with Auckland Transport’s
request to explore this during the detailed design phase to achieve
greater compliance with AUSTROADs;6

c

would limit the ability of the alliance to optimise the design in this
location by fixing the gradient of the busway and shared use path and
the height of the Rosedale Road underbridge;7 and

d

Are likely to have flow on effects in terms of the detailed design of the
adjacent sections of the Project which may further compromise the
design.8
The flow on effects may result in additional costs.

4.3

Accordingly, whilst a requirement to comply with the fixed design
parameters set by Kiwi would not necessarily represent a ‘fatal flaw’ for
the NCI Project, it will seriously compromise the extent to which it is able
to deliver an efficient and effective busway and shared use path in this
location in line with its statutory objective to:
…contribute to an effective, efficient and safe land transport system in
the public interest.9

4.4

Kiwi’s design could also compromise the ability of the NCI Project to
achieve the relevant NCI Project objective:

Hearing Transcript Day 2, 19 July 2017, page 161, Paragraphs 15-19.
Hearing Transcript Day 2, page 157, lines 5-6 (in relation to bus functionality), and Rebuttal Evidence of Mr Moore at paragraph 6.4 (in
relation to the shared use path).
6 Hearing Transcript Day 2, page 160, lines 25-28.
7 Hearing Transcript Day 2, page 160, lines 23-28.
8 Hearing Transcript Day 2, page 160, lines 13-22.
9 Section 95(1) of the Land Transport Management Act 2003.
4
5
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To provide safe walking and cycling facilities adjacent to SH1 and
SH18 and connections to local transport networks.10

________________________
Paul Michael Glucina
4 August 2017

10

Assessment of Environmental Effects, section 1.2, page 4.
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Annexure A: Alliance
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WHO IS DELIVERING
THE PROJECT?
The Transport Agency has awarded a contract to the Manukau Harbour
Crossing Kirkbride Alliance (MHX Kirkbride Alliance) for the delivery
of this project in 2015-2017. The Alliance comprises the NZ Transport
Agency, Fletcher Construction, Beca Infrastructure and Higgins.
Who’s who in the MHX Kirkbride Alliance?
The NZ Transport Agency
The Transport Agency is the Crown agency responsible for delivering an affordable land transport
system for New Zealand. As the Owner Participant in the MHX Kirkbride Alliance, it is responsible
for funding the SH20A to Airport project and for ensuring the project contributes to an integrated,
safe and sustainable transport network.

Fletcher Construction
Fletcher has taken on mega-projects of challenging proportions and in demanding locations for more
than 50 years. Its track record as a leading New Zealand infrastructure constructor includes many
state highway projects. In recent years they have included Grafton Gully, Central Motorway Junction,
North Shore Busway, Manukau Harbour Crossing, Victoria Park Tunnel in Auckland, and the Tauranga
Harbour Link.
Fletcher currently shares responsibility for construction of the Waterview Connection with
McConnell Dowell Constructors.

Beca
Beca (NZ) Limited is New Zealand’s largest infrastructure consulting engineering company
and one of the largest employee-owned engineering and related consultancy services
companies in the Asia Pacific.
At the SH20A to Airport project, Beca has particular responsibility for all aspects of the
planning and design of the project.

Higgins
Higgins is an experienced partner in the delivery of complex alliance construction projects
such as the Manukau Harbour Crossing, Victoria Park Tunnel, Tauranga Harbour Link
and the current Mackays to Peka Peka section of the Wellington Northern Corridor.
On the SH20 to Airport project, Higgins will provide specialist technical and
contractor input, construct the pavement and surfacing and undertake all
traffic management.

WHY AN ALLIANCE?
Alliances are increasingly used to deliver complex and challenging
design and construction of major infrastructure worldwide.
Alliance projects involve the owner and non-owner participants
collaborating to deliver a project, with all participants sharing the
responsibility for project risks and for achieving project objectives. In
an alliance all participants win or lose commercially depending on their
collective performance against the client’s objectives. This creates an
incentive for the participants to focus on what is ‘best for project.’
The MHX Kirkbride Alliance is an integrated and high performing
alliance with a proven track record. The Alliance successfully delivered
the SH20 Manukau Harbour Crossing in 2010 and the SH20 Walmsley
Road upgrade in 2011. As well as bringing together the skills and talent
of leading engineering and construction organisations, the MHX
Kirkbride Alliance has a well-developed knowledge of the project area.
Alliance partners signing the contract to deliver SH20A to Airport, December 2014.
Left to right: Grant Higgins, Higgins Contractors; Brent Meekan, Beca Infrastructure;
Daniel Mackereth, Fletcher Construction; Brett Gliddon, NZTA Highways Manager
Auckland and Northland.
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Project Alliance Agreement

Contract No: CA4239

Q1

COMMUNITY RELATIONSHIPS

a)

The Northern Corridor Improvements Project is a key strategic transport corridor for the
Auckland region. It requires a comprehensive communications strategy to be
implemented by a full-time Communications and Stakeholder Relationship Team (CSRT).
The CSRT will be led by a Communications & Stakeholder Relationship Manager (CSRM)
appointed by the Transport Agency and supported by a minimum of two full-time,
experienced Communications and Stakeholder Relationship Professionals (CSRPs). It is
essential that the CSRPs understand their specific role and work together with the CSRM
and OIM to ensure efficient and timely delivery of the outputs detailed in this Appendix.
The appointment of the CSRPs is subject to the CSRM’s approval. The CSRPs must not
have other responsibilities and will be engaged full time on the Project until Practical
Completion. One of the CSRPs will need to be the Stakeholder/Communications Manager
nominated in the RFP Stage in the Relevant Skills submission.

NTP 13

b)

The CSRT will be responsible for ensuring that community and stakeholder engagement,
consultation, relationships, communication and issues management as well as any
marketing or branding exercises are consistent with the Transport Agency and Alliance’s
strategy and vision.

c)

The CSRM will manage and coordinate all communications with central and local
Government, lead the team and provide oversight of all activities. The CSRPs will focus on
the immediate community, property and stakeholder relationship issues related to the
impact of the construction works. Together, the CSRM and CSRPs will manage the
stakeholders outlined in the Parties to be Consulted Appendix (L) to these Minimum
Requirements.

d)

It is also expected that this team will support the Alliance’s culture initiatives and Alliance
internal communications, but not to the detriment of external facing engagement.

Q2

GENERAL ALLIANCE COMMUNICATIONS AND STAKEHOLDER
RELATIONSHIP OBLIGATIONS

a)

A proactive approach must be taken to keep the community informed during all phases of
construction including any potential impacts and all matters of interest or concern.

b)

A commitment must be made to ensure that community inconvenience is minimised at all
times. This involves but is not limited to providing timely and regular information
regarding any disruptions to traffic, public transport services, access to property or any
other impacts resulting from the works.

c)

All staff including any subcontractors must be aware of and adhere to the
communications and stakeholder relationship obligations through appropriate methods
including induction.

d)

The Transport Agency is fully committed to community and stakeholder engagement. In
line with this commitment, the Alliance must ensure that the community and stakeholders
have opportunity where appropriate to have input to aspects of the Project. This should
include detailed design elements such as landscaping, environmental, iwi-design aspects
(refer Q10f) of this Appendix) and construction impact strategies.

Q3

TRANSPORT AGENCY’S PROTOCOLS

a)

All communications activities are to comply with the following protocols. These will be
supplied by the Transport Agency:


Branding and Communications Guidelines



Public Engagement Guidelines



Website Protocol
MR App Q – Communications and Stakeholder
Management
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Social Media Protocol



Weekly reporting eg: through the communications update to the State Highway
Management team for Auckland/Northland

Q4

PROJECT SPOKESPERSON

a)

The official Project spokesperson will be the Transport Agency’s Highways Manager
Auckland and Northland (or similar, if role title changes), unless otherwise delegated.

Q5

ROLES & RESPONSIBILITIES

a)

The communication strategy roles and responsibilities are outlined in the table below:
COMMUNICATIONS OUTPUTS

ALLIANCE

THE TRANSPORT AGENCY

Establish a Project information
office with appropriate visitor
information stands

Ensure reception staff are capable of
greeting visitors, providing
information and/or able to contact
the CSRT or Project team. Must be
helpful, friendly and well briefed on
the current stage of the Project.
Provide a dedicated telephone
number for all Project enquires
Respond to the dedicated Project
email address within acceptable
timeframes

Visitor information displays

Provide traffic management details
on information display boards

Provide a review process for
information before posting

Post information and high resolution
colour site photographs. Update
content at least quarterly.
Display information posters. These
shall be updated upon any
significant change to the
design/construction
Project Information Boards

A Public Information Board shall be
maintained and located in a public
location to be agreed with the CSRM.
The Project Information Board shall
have minimum dimensions of 1800
mm wide x 1200 mm deep and is to
be updated quarterly, or more
frequently as required by the
Project’s activities.

Project Communications Plan

Co-author with the CRSM, gain
approvals from Alliance and OIM
Update at regular intervals

Communications Register

Co-author and provide team
sign off before approvals with
other managers

Report back against the plan
quarterly to the Alliance
management team

Gain approvals from
Transport Agency

Establish and maintain central
communication register using the
Transport Agency’s Consultation
Manager database, that includes all
communication issued by all parties
on the Project. Upload all high value
interactions to Customer

Consultation Manager
database held by the
Transport Agency and access
to CRMS system to be shared
with Alliance.

MR App Q – Communications and Stakeholder
Management
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Contract No: CA4239

COMMUNICATIONS OUTPUTS

ALLIANCE

THE TRANSPORT AGENCY

Relationship Management System
(CRMS) at least monthly.
Pre-construction stakeholder
briefing.

Provide information on contact
names and programme for the
presentation. Issue and manage
invitations. Organise briefing
venues.

Review and approve
presentation material.

Attend briefing/present/answer
questions
Commencement of Construction
(Sod Turning) Ceremony and
Karakia. Note that for this project,
therefore may need to be more
than one sod turning.

Organise and pay costs associated
with the ceremonies including site
preparation for marquee, and
provision of traffic management,
plant and other minor items. Prepare
posters, display stand and
presentation material to inform the
invited guests/public about the
Project, ensuring the material meets
the Transport Agency branding
protocol.

Review/approve posters,
display stand and
presentation material. Prepare
all event documentation for
events as required by central
government, with support
from the Alliance.

Briefings for emergency services
as required, before closures.

Prepare briefings prior to any
closures and as provide outline
forward works plan for next three
months, along with traffic effects.
Issue and manage invitations.
Present briefings and answer
questions. Minute meetings.

Review material and attend
briefings.

Quarterly briefings for key
stakeholders as identified by
CSRM

Prepare briefings based on design
and construction progress and
outline forward works plan for next
three months. Issue and manage
invitations. Present briefings and
answer questions. Minute meetings.

Review material and attend
briefings.

Managing relationships with
directly affected parties and
affected landowners

Manage relationships with directly
affected parties and affected
landowners. Liaise at least weekly in
person with directly affected parties
and affected landowners who are
likely to be impacted by the current
construction activities to discuss
construction effects (earthworks
locations, local roads to be used
etc.). Liaise at least monthly with
other directly affected parties and
affected landowners. Minute all
liaison meetings with directly
affected parties and affected
landowners and copy to the CRMS
and the party concerned.

Review health of relationship
with affected parties. Review
and approve works notices.

Major milestones completion
events.
Ribbon Cutting ceremony/road
and/or Busway opening
ceremony/ies upon completion.

Consultation with Iwi through
the Integrated Iwi Group (IIG).

Carry out letter drops to directly
affected parties and affected
landowners prior to new
construction commencing that is
likely to impact the parties
concerned. All letters on combined
template letterhead with Alliance.
Night works notices must be notified
to the Transport Agency 14 working
MR App Q – Communications and Stakeholder
Management
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COMMUNICATIONS OUTPUTS

ALLIANCE

THE TRANSPORT AGENCY

days in advance and to the affected
parties 5 working days in advance.
Coordination of pre and post
condition surveys and associated
land entry requirements. Facilitation
of resolution of any arising issues
associated with property damage
claims.
Regular meetings with Auckland
Council (AC) and Auckland
Transport (AT)

Liaise at least monthly with AC and
AT. Minute all meetings.

Review agenda and attend
meetings.

Quarterly Project Information
updates

Write and collate regular project
updates – providing content, ideas,
bullet points, and photos for these
updates – these should be mostly in
the form of a templated e-newsletter
or updates for social media but can
also be produced as PDF or printed
information sheets (i.e. two-sided A3
colour newsletter to inform the
public of construction progress,
using the templates supplied by the
Transport Agency). Mail/deliver any
PDF or printed information sheets to
stakeholders.

Prepare/edit/approve prior to
completion.
Supply templates.
Ensure meets the Transport
Agency branding protocol.
Correspond with the
Transport Agency Channels
(or similar) team to post on
social media and website.

Production of a Project summary and
3 monthly refresh of information for
AT and AC call centre.
Traffic reports

Liaise with Alliance team to ensure
communications
requirements/conditions are noted
in the TMPs.
Refer to the Traffic Management
Appendix (O) of these Minimum
Requirements for requirements
around notifying the Transport
Agency Communications Team in
advance of upcoming work that
affects traffic conditions.
Provide weekly traffic reports to the
State Highway Network Operator and
ATOC/Transport Agency Channels
team, for publication, that detail
construction progress and upcoming
traffic impacts.

Advise when media releases
or large
advertising/marketing
campaigns should be
implemented.
Review and approve media
releases/large
advertising/marketing
campaigns and liaise with the
Transport Agency
management/media manager
(or similar).

Email weekly traffic report to
stakeholders and others that request
the data.
Prepare draft media releases,
advertising, marketing campaigns
for major TMP events.
Project enquiries

Provide a dedicated freephone line.
Include the freephone number on all
public correspondence for the
Project. Staff the freephone line 24
hours, 7 days a week including

Roster and respond as
required.
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COMMUNICATIONS OUTPUTS

ALLIANCE

THE TRANSPORT AGENCY

weekends and Public Holidays
through the contract period and
Period of Defects Liability period for
all Separable Portions. For all
contact, record comprehensive
contact details for person, time and
nature of feedback and subsequent
responses into Consultation
Manager Respond in person within
one working day to construction
feedback. Record and transfer over
high-value interactions and all
property owner correspondence/
new feedback to the Transport
Agency’s CRMS system. Monitor and
report weekly on progress on all
unresolved feedback issues.
Media releases and
Communications

Give at least 14 working days’ notice
of any upcoming event, milestone or
traffic switch requiring a media
release or major event traffic bulletin
to the Transport Agency
Communications team.
Prepare draft media release and
traffic campaign.

Review, approve and issue
media releases and
campaigns.
Coordinate with media
manager the placement on
the Transport Agency’s
website and social media.

Advertising

Prepare, place and manage Alliance
budgets for all Public Notice
advertising required for temporary
traffic arrangements and other
public impacts. All advertising is to
be prepared to meet the Transport
Agency’s branding protocol.

Collaborate, review and
approve advertising prior to
placement.

Update the Transport Agency’s
Project website

Provide high resolution photographs
and video footage of construction
for posting to the Transport
Agency’s Project website at least
monthly and more often on request
if progress requires.
Draft content for pages of Project
website.

Manage and update the
Transport Agency’s Project
website as required on behalf
of the alliance. Liaise with the
Transport Agency Channels
team over social media
updates to the Transport
Agency channels.

Group visits

Provide site staff, as required, to
attend group visits.

Review plans and attend as
required.

Community liaison

Manage community relationships by
providing information, attending
meetings, answering questions etc.
as requested. Provide feedback to
the Transport Agency’s
communications staff and pass on
any areas of community concern.

Project and communications
staff to liaise with Alliance on
solutions/actions required if
relationship with any group
deteriorates.

Liaise with and involve schools and
any other groups interested in the
Project.
Provide opportunities for the
community to have input where
appropriate into various aspects of
the Project. This should include
detailed design elements such as
landscaping, environmental and
MR App Q – Communications and Stakeholder
Management
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COMMUNICATIONS OUTPUTS

ALLIANCE

THE TRANSPORT AGENCY

construction impact strategies.
During the set up phase this may
involve regular community group
meetings during working hours, but
need only be held as required.
Oblique Aerial Photography

Provide time-lapse photography
monthly – a series of high quality
and resolution site and aerial colour
digital photographs.
Provide regular web-sized versions
to the Transport Agency
Communications team for website
and social media channels.

Ground level, site specific and
aerial video

Provide short video clips monthly
that can be used for TV and media
and social media, i.e. time-lapse
footage of 1-2 mins in length. This
should include information on
construction sequencing.

Liaise with the Transport
Agency Channels team over
social media updates to the
Transport Agency channels
and the Project website page.

Liaise with the Transport
Agency Channels team over
social media updates to the
Transport Agency channels
and to the Project website
page.

Provide in an edited format fit for
TV, media and social media use to
the Transport Agency media
manager and the Transport Agency
Communications team.
Update NCI multimedia video at
Project completion

Provide content and pay for an
update to the NCI multimedia video
towards the end of the Project life,
using an accredited Transport
Agency supplier

Coordinate and approve the
updated NCI multimedia video
and its distribution

Public Open Days

Provide marquee, venue, furniture,
invitations and refreshments.

Collaborate, review and
approve posters, display stand
and presentation material.
Provide staff on the day.

Provide staff to assist on the day and
draft/produce and pay for any
suitable material, to assist with
demonstrating progress and planned
work.
Social Media

Provide material for the Transport
Agency Channels. Observe protocols
with the Transport Agency

Coordinate any social media
coverage with the Transport
Agency Channels team

Project Interface Meetings

Attendance at monthly meetings

Attendance at monthly
meetings

MR App Q – Communications and Stakeholder
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Q6

PROJECT SITE INFORMATION CENTRE

a)

A Project site information centre must be established and managed for the duration of
the construction of the Works.

b)

The Project site information centre must be open at regular times and ideally would be
incorporated within the construction site office. The information centre must be at least
open Monday-Friday from 9am till 5pm.

c)

The purpose of the information centre is to provide a clearly identifiable centre for
residents and other members of the public to call in and meet and discuss issues with
Project staff.

d)

As a minimum a member of the CSRT and/or trained reception staff should be in
attendance along with other team members as appropriate.

e)

The information centre should include detailed plans of the proposed Works, regularly
updated Project brochures, newsletters, media releases, publications, information packs
and copies of key information such as construction, environmental and traffic
management plans.

f)

Other key display material such as posters, photographs, interactive videos etc. must all
be available at the information centre and updated at regular intervals.

Q7

COMMUNICATIONS OUTPUTS

Q7.1

Community Information

a)

As a minimum, the following communication tools must be used in keeping the local
community informed:
(i)

The Transport Agency Project website and social media channels

(ii)

Community presentations

(iii)

Media releases

(iv)

Radio and print advertisements

(v)

Weekly construction updates

(vi)

Regular Project updates, whether in the form of template e-updates, printed
newsletters or other media formats

(vii)

The establishment of a dedicated free call information hotline manned 24 hours a
day/7 days per week, and Project email address

(viii) Public displays
(ix)

Animated construction videos

(x)

Messaging signage on site

(xi)

Models of the Project

(xii)

Letter box drops including flyers and regular Project updates

(xiii) Traffic control devices including VMS
(xiv) Production of a Project summary and 3 monthly refresh of information for AT and
AC call centre
(xv)
b)

Tracking of enquiries through NZTA CRMS system

Transport Agency branding and strategic guidelines must be adhered to in agreement
with the CSRM.
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c)

All communications activities will be guided by a Project Communications plan, authored
by the CSRT at the start of the Project.

d)

Contact with stakeholders and the community must be managed through a detailed
database and register of contact, complaints and management.

Q7.2

Project Communications Material

a)

All communications material must be approved by the CSRM to ensure consistent
branding and messages.

b)

Project (overview) updates must be developed at least monthly.

c)

Weekly construction updates must be developed to keep the community involved and
aware of upcoming construction activity.

d)

Media releases must be prepared to coincide with any key phases including significant
construction phases, key milestones or matters of public information.

e)

Whilst undertaking any construction activities, public displays must be developed and
provided for the purpose of communicating with local stakeholders and providing
opportunities for community involvement.

f)

An initial animation or video clip showing the construction sequence for the Project which
must be suitable for the Transport Agency to use for a variety of audiences must be
produced within three months of the start of construction. The video must be between 15 minutes long; and

g)

Further video clips must be produced at monthly intervals. Footage must be edited into 12 minute lengths and provided in formats fit for TV, websites, and social media use.

h)

Fly over videos must adhere to drone policies.

i)

Public displays must be accessible at local venues and provide the opportunity for
feedback from community members.

j)

All information must also be provided via the CSRM for public access on the Project
website. Information must be posted on the site in a timely way, immediately before or
after release.

Q7.3

Open Days, public events and Site Tours

a)

The construction of the Northern Corridor Improvements Project will attract considerable
interest from the community, key stakeholders and the construction and engineering
industry. This interest is expected to result in numerous requests to visit the construction
site.

b)

Where appropriate, the CSRT must organise such visits to the site with the assistance of
Project personnel.

c)

The CSRM must be advised of any planned visits before they occur.

d)

The CSRM will coordinate any site visits that include Government and locally elected
representatives.

e)

Community info days or group meetings/events must be held as necessary to inform and
maintain relationships and allow input into detailed design decisions and construction
impact strategies;

f)

The CSRT must also organise events including the commencement of contract (sod
turning/s) key milestone or major stage ceremonies; Karakia (blessings); ribbon
cutting/road or Busway opening ceremonies.
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Q8

TRAFFIC AND TRANSPORT COMMUNICATION

a)

Any changes to traffic conditions must be communicated to the local community and road
users with advance notice.

b)

As a minimum this information is to be advertised via local radio, VMS, newspapers,
signage, the Project website and the community hotline.

c)

This includes any night works, including those off the roading corridor or Busway that do
not require changes to traffic conditions.

d)

This information must also be provided to the State Highway Network Operator, ATOC,
and the CSRM.

e)

All traffic management staff including subcontractors must work closely with the CSRM to
coordinate timely and appropriate notifications.

Q9

MEDIA AND ELECTED REPRESENTATIVE ENQUIRIES

a)

The CSRM will respond to all enquiries from elected representatives in relation to the
Project with input from the CSRP.

b)

The CSRM will coordinate with the Transport Agency regional Media Manager to respond
to all media enquiries as per the Transport Agency media management guidelines.

c)

The Project Plan must allow for management of media enquires in the Project
Communications Plan.

d)

All staff must be notified that all media enquiries and enquiries from elected
representatives must be immediately referred to the CSRM.

e)

The CSRM will liaise directly with the Transport Agency Media Manager with support from
the CSRP.

f)

Sufficient briefing material must be supplied to respond to any enquiries.

g)

The Transport Agency will appoint key spokespeople that will be the only people
authorised to comment on the Project to the media.

h)

Information and resources must be provided for media kits developed by the Transport
Agency.

i)

Positive opportunities must be identified and developed by the CSRT for media releases
and events.

j)

Media releases and events must be facilitated in cooperation with the Transport Agency.

Q10 STAKEHOLDER AND COMMUNITY RELATIONSHIPS
a)

A summary of the stakeholders is contained in the Parties to be Consulted Appendix (L)
to these Minimum Requirements.

b)

The CSRM will maintain relationships with special interest groups and key stakeholders
including elected representatives. Relationship management for other stakeholders will be
shared with other Project team members and outlined in the Project Communications Plan

c)

A formal Community Liaison Group is not required, as the Project will adhere to best
practice IAP2 engagement and consultation guidelines, and make all efforts to ensure the
community and representative groups are able to input into detailed design decisions and
construction impact strategies. This may involve regular liaison meetings or workshops as
required, including ahead of major new construction phases.

d)

Pre-construction and regular briefings must be undertaken with emergency services.

e)

Regular relationship and liaison meetings must also be held with key functional
stakeholder groups, whether individually or in small groups.
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f)

As a minimum stakeholders representing the following key areas must be regularly met
with and invited to input into detailed design decisions and construction impact
strategies:
(i)

Transport Agency

(ii)

AC and AT

(iii)

Environment and conservation

(iv)

Iwi

(v)

Cultural heritage

(vi)

Transport and accessibility

(vii)

Social and urban development

(viii) The neighbouring residents and business community
(ix)

Local Board representatives

(x)

Public transport, walking and cycling

g)

As a minimum attendance at any of these group meetings must include the Transport
Agency, AC, AT, as well as Alliance representatives.

h)

All communication with elected representatives must be undertaken by the CSRM.

i)

Information must be provided to the Transport Agency to inform media and to inform
elected representatives from local and national Government. The Alliance must participate
in briefing of key stakeholders as and when requested by the Transport Agency.

j)

The CSRT must maintain relationships with affected and adjacent property owners and act
in accordance with the Transport Agency communications requirements and
communications requirements within the consent conditions.

Q11 IWI CONSULTATION REQUIREMENTS
a)

The Transport Agency shall consult with Iwi that have expressed an interest in the Project
through the IIG. Consultation will be based on the following principles:
(i)

Input and involvement in the detailed design process, particularly in relation to
landscaping, public interpretive signage (i.e. non transport related signage) and
cultural interpretative signage

(ii)

Proactively explore opportunities for services related to cultural planting within
particular areas of the route of significance to iwi

Q12 RESPONSE TO PUBLIC REQUESTS AND ENQUIRIES
a)

All Project communications material must be designed to encourage public queries,
requests or complaints to be directed to the CSRM.

b)

At least one of the communications personnel within the CSRT must be contactable at all
times.

c)

Telephone messages must be responded to on the same day or within 24 hours.

d)

All written enquiries must be responded to within three working days.

e)

Monitoring of and reporting on Project communications must be undertaken by:
(i)

Maintaining a register of all oral and written communications with key stakeholders
and member of the public. All actions taken to respond to complaints or request for
information must be recorded in the register

(ii)

Providing a monthly report on all requests, enquiries and response times
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f)

Feedback from the community and stakeholders must be sought and recorded at monthly
intervals to determine the level of satisfaction with responses to enquiries, requests and
complaints.

Q13 POST CONSTRUCTION FEEDBACK
a)

All feedback relating to the Project after opening and for the duration of the Defects
Liability Period, whether such feedback has been received directly by the Alliance or
referred to the Alliance by the Transport Agency shall be logged and investigated. The
person/organisation must be contacted by phone within 48 hours of the feedback being
received.

b)

For Noise related feedback, the following information must be provided to the
person/organisation:

c)



The noise thresholds for which mitigation is not required;



Post opening noise monitoring results at the location, if available;



Predicted noise levels after proposed 2nd coat seal or OGPA has been applied;



Any other information held by the Alliance which may help to resolve the feedback.

Copies of all written correspondence with people/organisation’s shall be logged in CRMS,
at the same time as it is delivered to the person/organisation.
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